
MindManager® 7

KEY FEATURES BENEFITS PRO 7 LITE 7

Microsoft Fluent Intuitive interface simplifies creating new maps and 
User Interface access to advanced capabilities.

Saved Queries Allows saving queries created in Power Filter/Select/Bookmark dialogs.  
Once query criteria are saved, they can later be applied to the same map 
or saved with a template for use in a map that uses that template.

Saved Views Sets up specific view of any maps and saves it for future use.

Topic Styles Easily create, format and save custom topic styles to make your 
maps more compelling.

Topic Sorting Sorts Topics in alphanumeric order, alphabet only, on task completion 
percentage or task priority.

Microsoft Visio Export Easily converts maps into process diagrams by seamlessly exporting to 
Microsoft Visio.

Microsoft Excel Linker Display and edit spreadsheets within maps.  

Power Filter Filter Topics to show only desired topics and create a dashboard that 
shows only relevant information.

Power Select Select Topics for editing or modification using a combination of rules 
such as Map Markers, Task and Review Information and Other Properties.

Custom Properties Add a custom set of fields to a Topic and define their properties to 
create a reusable data set of information.

Bookmark Quickly move from one Topic to another topic using Bookmarks 
for easy search and retrieval.

Review Mode When sharing maps, initiate Review Mode to see exactly what additions 
and deletions were made.  

Topic Alerts Synchronizes with Microsoft Outlook Calendar to be reminded when 
a Topic action is required.

Text Marker Add custom text markers to Topics to further describe topic relevance. 

Timer Keep meetings and presentations on track.

Microsoft PowerPoint Export Create presentations using maps and export to PowerPoint. 

Charts and Spreadsheets Readily enter and display data in spreadsheets or charts.

Filter Show or hide certain Topics in the map.

Microsoft  Internet Send hyperlinks from Microsoft Internet Explorer to Topics in
Explorer Import MindManager.

Insert Attachments Attach multiple files to a Topic for easy file management and distribution.

Insert Images Insert an image from a file or from the MindManager library.

Summary Boundaries Group related topics using a bracket boundary.

Relationship Arrows Insert a relationship between two Topics in the map.

Topic Numbering Keep track of Topics and Subtopics with numbering.  Add, delete and 
move Topics while preserving the number format.

Insert Callouts Insert a callout to any Topic or relationship in the map.

Balance Map Automatically distribute Topics to balance a map.

Spell Check Quickly identify and correct misspelled words using Spelling 
and AutoCorrect options.

Paste Special Insert the content of the clipboard as a bitmap. 

Organization Chart Layout Show team structures and visualize departments.

Outline View Easily view and edit maps in outline format.  Text and image changes 
made in Outline View are immediately updated in Map View.

Viewing Provides the ability to easily drag a map around with more control.

What’s New? Now you can work smarter, think creatively and save time with the new and improved features of MindManager 7.
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